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EGCC Memorandum of Understanding 

God is doing something special and significant in Europe these days. Europe needs to meet Jesus 
again, and we are persuaded that Christians who have been financially blessed in order to be a 
blessing for the movement will play a very important role in God’s plans. It is no accident that you 
live in this time and place in history. 

 

 

 

And who knows but that you have come to your royal position for such a time as this?  

Esther 4:14 
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1. THE STORY 
The idea to start the European Great Commission Collaboration (EGCC) initiative was a response 
to the needs of one Czech businessman, Adam Walach. Adam and his brothers started a business 
from scratch directly after the fall of Communism in the Czech Republic. Their company grew into 
one of the largest pharmaceutical companies in Central and Eastern Europe. Years before selling 
the company Adam received a calling to be a giver who serves other givers and Kingdom investors 
who share the vision of re-evangelizing Europe. 

In 2013 a group of Czech Givers established a Christian Donors Forum (CDF) and Adam was one 
of the founders. CDF was meeting twice a year, and it was doing very well. This was a great 
inspiration for Adam, whose dream was to go even further. 

In August 2015 a small group of global funders with a focus on strategic ministry sectors in 
Europe met to pray, discuss, and brainstorm about Adam’s idea and vision. They identified a need 
to meet like-minded investors in God’s Kingdom, which resulted in a kick-off event in Prague in 
May 2016. The expected outcomes of the meeting were to build a relational network of givers, 
identify the strategic steps for fulfilling the Great Commission in Europe, and craft the vision of 
the EGCC. Total number of 33 participants from 6 different countries attended the 2016 meeting. 
The founding EGCC members beside Adam Walach were representatives of the Maclellan 
Foundation, the Lloyd Trust, the Cornerstone Foundation, and the Domanada Foundation. 

The kick-off meeting was followed by EGCC Prague Summit 2017 in May. Thanks to God there 
was an increased interest in collaboration between givers. The Summit attendance was 51 
participants from 12 countries. Things started to happen. The Czech CDF continued and the idea 
was to start building National Donors Forums in other European Countries. Adam and the team 
met with Christian donors in the UK, Norway, Czech Republic, Switzerland, Hungary, Romania, 
Germany, Netherlands, etc.   

The EGCC Prague Summit became an annual key meeting and 86 participants from 14 countries 
attended the meeting in 2018. A manual on “How to start and run a National Christian Donors 
Forum” was presented at this event. It is a very helpful tool for new hosts and facilitators to be 
able to use along the way. These days EGCC would love to see more national generosity 
movements stirred up across Europe. As of now, Romania and Hungary have shown tremendous 
effort and potential to form local CDF.  

In January 2019 very first EGCC Marketplace took place in London. It was a 24-hour event where 
strategic ministry projects in Europe were presented and followed by an open auction of 
ministries with an opportunity to choose one or more projects and fund them. At the Marketplace 
meeting, a new software called Connected Giving was launched. It was designed by EGCC with 
the aim of creating a helpful tool for sharing information. This software contains all vetted 
Ministries and Projects and will partly serve as a social network for the givers. 

Our hope is to continue in our mission. We received many blessings from Our Lord so far and we 
can't wait to see what will comes next. 
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2. WHAT IS THE EGCC?  
The EGCC is a network of like-minded, strategic, high-capacity givers. It is an idea rather than a 
legal entity. The intention is to create a healthy environment for collaboration between global 
funders, through sharing experience with giving and learning from one another. The EGCC wants 
to connect Kingdom investors with strategic ministries and projects in Europe. The EGCC is not 
focused on the why behind giving, but on the what and how of giving. The EGCC is governed and 
driven by givers and provides all services at no profit.  

The EGCC is an organization by founders, for founders in a free and safe environment with no 
pressure or solicitation to give to projects or ministries. 

EGCC is accomplishing its goals by the following tools: 

● EGCC Summit 

- once per two years gathering of key European and global Christian funders for 
fellowship and learning about the current needs and strategic Christian initiatives 
in Europe. 

● EGCC Marketplace 

- 24-hour event where strategic ministry projects in Europe are presented and 
followed by an open auction of ministries with an opportunity to choose one or 
more projects and fund them. 

● National Retreat 

- locally organized informal grouping of Christian philanthropists who want to be 
part of God's work in their country. This initiative helps donors to share 
information about Christian projects in a safe and neutral environment. 

● National Marketplace (in progress) 

- our desire is to launch national Marketplaces, where local projects would be 
presented and open auction would follow 

● Connected Giving Software 

- on-line tool for sharing information. It contains vetted Ministries and Projects. 
Ministry Leaders have their own accounts and can add new actual content. Donors 
have account too and can browse and fund directly 
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3. WHY EGCC? 
Why EUROPEAN? 

The EGCC recognizes the significant role Europe has played globally. Since the Middle Ages, 
Europe has been a trend-setter in science, philosophy and theology. Christianity in Europe is now 
in freefall. In 1900, 68% of all Christians were in Europe. By 2000, that estimate had fallen to 26% 
and is expected to fall further to 16% by 2050. Moreover, many European “Christians” have never 
actually heard the Gospel. 

Why GREAT COMMISSION? 

The EGCC wants to encourage European Christians to help fulfill the Great Commission through 
supporting outreach, discipleship, community and church development. The EGCC believes Jesus 
is the change agent for Europe’s people, nations and regions. 

Why COLLABORATION? 

Together we can accomplish more than by working independently. We believe that donor-to-donor 
and donor-to-ministry collaboration creates favorable conditions for a movement of God in 
Europe. 

 

4. VISION, MISSION, GOALS AND VALUES 
Vision: 

To see a generosity movement of givers, collaborating  
to resource the advance of God’s kingdom in Europe. 

 

Mission: 

EGCC exists to glorify God through mobilizing and serving  
communities of higher capacity givers, encouraging collaboration  

in strategic giving and providing tools for funding  
European Great Commission ministries. 
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Goals: 

● Empower and model relationship-based collaboration among donors by: 

- “Getting to know each other” by connecting Kingdom donors through events and 
briefings geared at illuminating, motivating, and socializing like-minded people 
with similar life experiences. 

● Connect donors and ministries in Europe by: 

- Growing a community of global funders that serve key strategic European ministry 
leaders. 

● Enable donors to invest more efficiently in God’s Kingdom by: 

- Sharing knowledge, practices and insight of the collaborators. 
- Identifying and empowering strategic and emerging sectors in Europe. 
- Investigating and approving trusted ministries and providing accountability. 

● Encourage European grantor interest by: 

- Achieving greater awareness for Christian giving in Europe and increasing the 
European donor base. 

- Providing access to proven giving opportunities (according to donors’ 
preferences). 

- Pooling funds for greater impact, as needed. 
- Mutual encouragement in increasing generosity among Europeans. 

● Think cooperatively by: 

- Encouraging individual or small groups of EGCC participants to cooperate 
together regularly and informally on topics of mutual interest. (National Christian 
Donors Forums) 

- Gathering key European funders annually for fellowship and education about the 
current needs and strategic initiatives in Europe. 
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Values: 

● Spiritual Unity – Alignment with the Lausanne Covenant 

● Relational Focus – Friendship, Fellowship and Fun are eternal value 

● European Core – Collaboration driven by European donors and openness to all global 
donors who want to invest in European Christianity 

● Trust & Transparent Stewarding 

● Servant Heart – Donors enable and serve, but do not micromanage or dominate 

● Donors driven - Activated by donors 

The EGCC recognizes that each grant-maker has its own unique calling or sense of responsibility 
to fund certain kinds of projects. Whether working with youth, planting churches, or caring for the 
marginalized, the EGCC acknowledges that even though we work collaboratively, we have our own 
individual funding interests which may or may not align with others in the collaboration. What 
unites the EGCC is the shared commitment to building God’s Kingdom in Europe today. 
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5. WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THE EGCC? 
● Collaboration 

- Building relationships with other donors 

- Fellowship of like-minded peers 

● Mutual encouragement 

- Receiving spiritual encouragement at the annual EGCC Summits 

● Sharing knowledge 

- An intelligence on existing ministries, knowledge how to give and what to support, 
how to be a strategic giver 

- Access to the EGCC database of investment opportunities and research (via 
Connected Giving Software) 

- Field experience 

● Education 

- Learning Biblical principles in giving 

- Consulting best practices among each other 

- Sharing information about what is currently happening in Europe 

● Multiplication 

- Encouraging generosity towards God's Kingdom 

- Empowering other donors to increase generosity 

- Inviting new donors to be part of the network  

- Inviting new Ministries to the auctions 
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6. WHAT IS EXPECTED FROM EGCC MEMBERS? 
Members are expected to: 

● Be born again Christians in alignment with the EGCC Values (see above)  

● Agree with this Memorandum and the stated EGCC Goals, Vision and Mission  

● Participate by: 

- Attending EGCC meetings of their interest 

- Sharing contact information (email, phone) with other EGCC givers to facilitate 
sharing knowledge 

- Sharing your experience and knowledge (about ministries and projects) 

- Actively contributing to EGCC development, according to your calling  

- Pledging to support ministries in the EGCC database, according to your calling 
and preference 

- Recommending new potential members  

- Recommending new Ministries (please see appendix number 1 for the details on 
the standards of vetted ministries) 

 

7. MEMBERSHIP 
EGCC doesn't have a formal membership. EGCC is for givers – Kingdom Investors, who have a 
heart for Europe, recognize the significance of the region, and want to support efforts to re-
evangelize Europe – including individual funders (e.g. professionals and business owners), high 
capacity givers, and foundations. 

If you are interested in becoming a member of the EGCC, please contact us at egcc@egcc.eu.  
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8. DUE DILIGENCE 
 

9. GOVERNING STRUCTURE 
EGCC is an association, according to the Civil Code of the Czech Republic (in Czech “zapsaný 
spolek”, abbr. “z.s.”). The bodies of the association are the statutory body and the supreme body. 

According to the Articles of Association of the EGCC, z.s. the Presidium is the collective statutory 
body and executive body of the Association. The Presidium has two members, Chairman and 
Vice-Chairman. Each Presidium Member shall be authorized to represent the Association in all 
the matters independently. The Presidium Members shall be elected from the members by the 
General Meeting. The term of office of the Presidium Members of the Association shall be for an 
indefinite period of time. The Presidium of the Association mainly manages the Association’s 
activities and represents the Association before third parties, is responsible for the Association’s 
operation and for the fulfilment of the Association’s General Meeting resolutions, decides on the 
adoption or expelling of Association members, keeps the list of the Association members, 
decides on all the other matters of the Association unless they are expressly entrusted to the 
General Meeting, etc. 

The EGCC, z.s. Presidium Members are: Adam Walach (Chairman) and Dušan Drabina (Vice-
Chairman). 

According to the Articles of Association of the EGCC, z.s. the General Meeting is the supreme 
body of the Association. It is formed by assembly of all the Association members. The General 
Meeting meets regularly once a year, as a minimum. It is convoked by the Presidium. The General 
Meeting may meet based on the proposal of at least one third of all the members presented to 
the Presidium, as well. The General Meeting shall have quorum if more than half of the 
Association members is present and decides by the majority of votes of the members present 
during the voting. General Meeting mainly approves the main directions of the Association’s 
activities, elects and removes the Presidium Members, elects the Chairman and Vice-Chairman 
of the Presidium, approves the Report of the Presidium on the Activities and Financial 
Management of the Association, approves general terms and conditions of the membership, 
approves the budget of the Association and the amount of membership contributions, approves 
and amends the Articles of Association of the Association and decides on the cancellation and 
cessation of the Association, etc. 

For detailed information see the full text of the Articles of Association of EGCC, z. s.  
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APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 1 - Standards for EGCC Vetted Ministries 

1) Great Commission projects and ministries are defined by those with identifiable results in 
making disciples, developing Christian leaders, and planting or sustaining local churches. It 
is not enough for a project or ministry to use the words Great Commission. The project or 
ministry must show progress toward helping to fulfill Christ’s command.  

2) Strategic projects are those with clear goals, ways to evaluate effectiveness over time, and 
designed to address a compelling need. Some strategic projects can be further leveraged to 
be broader in scope, serving multiple churches, denominations, or even an entire nation or 
region of Europe. Ideally, a project does not rely solely on the investment of outsiders or large 
donors. Instead the majority of the project or ministry’s operational funds are generated from 
within the context. Outside funding is used to grow or accelerate effectiveness. One mark of 
ministry leverage is the training, equipping and releasing of volunteers at all levels of 
leadership in the ministry. 

3) Partnership oriented —The best ministry leaders understand that no one organization can do 
it all. So, the best ministry strategies are those that employ the strengths of multiple 
organizations and churches. When those organizations work together in partnership, they 
share the satisfaction of the impact and they demonstrate the Body of Christ as the Bible 
describes it. 

4) Scalable — Ministries and projects that are scalable have two primary things in common: They 
do not rely on buildings or on paid, professional staff to grow or ‘contain’ their ministry. 
Instead they look for light models which emphasize training and releasing of volunteers and 
which utilize mobile technology for gathering and encouraging the movement. Buildings and 
paid staff have their important place but these are used to serve the movement, not to 
centralize it. 

5) Leadership (Governance) — Led by strong, proven leadership. Indigenous leadership is critical 
to long-term effectiveness of any ministry in Europe. Cross-cultural workers and leaders 
certainly have their place, but that place should be in serving the growth of local movements. 
Local Christians have the language, cultural and economic resources needed to allow the 
ministry to find its home in the local church and social context.  

6) Outcomes mindset — Ministries with an outcomes mindset are those that are not content with 
just ministry activities or outputs. For example, they are not content with simply training 
evangelists or church planters. They are more interested in what happens as a result of their 
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ministry activities. They design, pray and execute their ministries to assure that people put 
their faith in Christ and that the fruit of that evangelism is gathered into the church. Wherever 
possible they strive for measurable Kingdom outcomes. 

7) Innovative ministry leaders think of new ways to impact the communities and the countries 
around them. When there is little fruit, they pray, brainstorm and surround themselves with 
entrepreneurial thinkers. They assume that God is at work in their context and they try many 
different ways to sow, care for, and harvest the fruit. They may fail often, but they fail quickly 
and then try something else. All the while they trust in the Holy Spirit. 

8) Need, Idea, Strategy, Organization — Ministries and projects which are attractive to the EGCC 
will have a strategic plan including at least these four elements: a clear articulation of the 
need they are attempting to see met, an idea to meet that need, a strategy (plan, budget, etc.) 
to execute the idea, and the organizational capacity to carry it through. 


